
Washington Post Spends
Thanksgiving Lamenting
Over Fake News and the
Russian Scare
by The_Real_Fly - Nov 25, 2016 12:56 AM

BEWARE of fake news and
Russian propaganda!

From Populism to Fake News
– The Psyop Continues.
by TDB - Nov 24, 2016 6:47 PM

Rise of weaponized media
manipulation …

#NeVeR OBaMNeY...
by williambanzai7 - Nov 24, 2016 10:45
AM

Does anyone remember this?

Schools And
Colleges Are
Making Students
Even More
Terrified Of
Trump

Via DaisyLuther.com,

Anyone who has ever had a
toddler knows that when your
little one falls down, often, they
look to you before deciding
whether they should cry or not. If
you rush over and say, “Oh you

poor baby, you’re hurt” then
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poor baby, you’re hurt” then
the wailing commences. If you
glance over and say, “You’re
okay. You’re a tough cookie. Get
back up,” then you’re teaching
them that the proper response
to falling is shaking it off and
getting up again. We’re instilling
courage and resilience when we
do this.

We teach children how to
respond to almost everything
by modeling a healthy
response for them, but our
school/indoctrination system
seems to have missed this
crucial concept of Dealing with
Disappointment 101. Their
overly nurturing and politically
biased response to Trump’s win
over Hillary Clinton is making
everything worse.

Basic psychology tells us that
when we bolster someone’s fear
by our response, we’re actually
reinforcing that they have grave
reason to be fearful.

By babying these kids because
their favored candidate lost
and constantly discussing the
fears, the
education/indoctrination
system is teaching kids that
the proper response to a
Trump presidency is
abject terror, disappointment,
and donning the cloak of
victimhood. The meetings for a
primal scream, the delaying of
midterm exams, the counseling,
and the excused absences to
protest all say to kids, “Oh my
gosh, this is serious. We’re all be
spending next Christmas in a
Death Camp.”

Here are some ridiculous
examples of anti-Trump bias
being taught in schools. These
tactics aren’t education. They’re
indoctrination. 

One school system
introduced an anti-Trump
curriculum

The San Fransisco Chronicle is
reporting that lesson plans in the
Bay area include such

instructions as:

http://amzn.to/2gd7AE8
http://amzn.to/2gHdfYb
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Tension-flares-over-how-to-talk-about-Trump-in-10621977.php


instructions as:

Let’s look at two things in the
introduction to this program.

First, “DO NOT: Tell (students)
that we have LOST and that we
have to accept this.”

Who are the “we” in that line? It
seems to presume that all
students were Clinton
supporters. Would this have been
acceptable if a school was
teaching the children that they
didn’t have to accept a woman as
a president? Or a black man? Or a
person of a religion other than
Christianity?

Not only that, but the plan
demonizes anyone who voted for
Trump. The curriculum says that
the only way Trump won the
office was by “by pandering to a
huge racist and sexist base.”
That means that anyone who
voted for Trump will be, in the
eyes of the children being fed
this garbage in a tax-payer
funded classroom, considered a
racist and a sexist.

I took the liberty of downloading
the lesson plan from Google
Docs. You can read the whole
thing here.

An English teacher in North
Carolina made her students
do an assignment comparing
Trump to Hitler

English students at Cedar Ridge

“Let us please not
sidestep the fact that
a racist and sexist
man has become the
president of our
country by pandering
to a huge racist and
sexist base,” wrote
Fakrah Shah, a
Mission High School
teacher, in the
introduction to her
lesson plan. “DO
NOT: Tell (students)
that we have LOST
and that we have to
accept this.”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15EufIKKQvIaNMDTh2aoOD2QdeKI9JXSy0MfEfh2aKnA/edit
http://daisyluther.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Anti-Hate-Lesson-The-Day-After-the-Election.pdf


English students at Cedar Ridge
High School in North Carolina got
an earful from their teacher,
Amanda Harder, who used the
election and her distaste for
Donald Trump as the impetus for
classroom assignments. She
made the kids watch videos of
translated speeches by Adolf
Hitler and compare them to
speeches by Donald Trump.

A with a cell phone caught the
teacher saying,

But then the teacher discovered
that kids were recording her and
took pre-emptive action,
according to a report on Fox
News.

Here’s a recording of the “lesson”
recorded by a student.

“Basically, the only
people who seem to
be safe from this guy
are white Christian
males. Am I missing
anything? Oh,
American – white,
Christian, male
Americans.”

After the teacher
found out she had
been recorded, she
demanded that
students turn over
their cell phones,
one parent alleged.
 
“She made the kids
drop their phones in
a basket by the
door,” the parent
said. “So we just told
the kids to either
take notes or record
her on their laptops.”

NC English Less…

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2016/09/23/heil-donald-students-instructed-to-compare-hitler-to-trump.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpEUV2lcjP8


Schools across the country
are enhancing the fear.
An essay published (surprisingly)
on US News and World
Report gave other examples of
this fear enhancement:

…schools and
colleges treated a
victory by the
Republican
presidential nominee
much as they did the
deadliest attack on
American soil since
the Civil War.
Colleges canceled
classes. At others,
professors ignored
their syllabi to
explain their hatred
of Republicans.
Schools and school
districts took
dramatic steps to
comfort their
presumptively
terrified students, an
undertaking that
allowed anguished
teachers to fan every
feverish rumor.
 
Educators talked in
quavering voices
about the horrors of
the impending
Trump
administration. One
school administrator
lamented to the PBS
NewsHour: “We won’t
be able to teach
math if they feel
scared and if they
feel like they are at
risk.”
 
The superintendent
of schools in
Montgomery County,
Maryland, wrote to
the constituents of
his sprawling
suburban district:
“We must reassure
our staff and

students that our

http://www.usnews.com/opinion/knowledge-bank/articles/2016-11-15/teachers-shouldnt-bring-their-anti-trump-bias-into-the-classroom


Of course, it’s important to
discuss current events and
allay fears, but the sympathy
and endless discussions are
only making it worse.

Back to raising small children as
an example: If you tell your kids
that darkness is scary, make sure
there’s always a light on in the
bathroom, and slink around with
a flashlight yourself, then they
will become scared of the dark.

If you teach them how to handle
darkness, how to let their eyes
adjust, how to put your hand
against the wall and take small
steps, then they’ll learn the

coping mechanisms necessary to

students that our
school buildings are
safe places where we
truly value and
respect every single
individual and do not
tolerate bullying or
hate speech.” The
superintendent of
the Denver Public
Schools responded
to Trump’s victory by
flagging the “deep
differences and bias
in our country
around race and
ethnicity and class.”
 
A thousand such
missives criss-
crossed the nation’s
schools and colleges.
The president of the
University of
Michigan told a
campus vigil last
Wednesday that
students had voted
overwhelmingly for
Clinton: “Ninety
percent of you
rejected the kind of
hate and the
fractiousness and the
longing for some
sort of idealized
version of a
nonexistent
yesterday.”

http://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2016/11/14/conservative-u-m-students-allege-university-anti-donald-trump/93790128/?elqTrackId=64d5f660e27e4034b5d11e59c9089f4f&elq=2722ee2026874fe28d9a6da90ccce21a&elqaid=11483&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=4498


coping mechanisms necessary to
function and will be less fearful.

If you explain that there really is
no monster in the closet and
open the door and show them, it
will allay their fear. If you say,
“Oh my gosh, run to my room!
That monster is going to get
you!” and teach them that panic
is the appropriate response,
they’ll also be terrified.

What the school system should
be doing is investigating the
truth and explaining it to
children. No, Muslim kids aren’t
going to be rounded up. No, gay
marriages aren’t going to be
dissolved. No, black families
won’t be “sent back to Africa.”

Instead, they’re creating a
generation of people who will
be even more fearful and easily
offended than the current batch
of snowflakes. If you aren’t
homeschooling or unschooling,
now might be the time to
consider it.
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morning. Yes, seriously,
6 years old.

I guess those kids got
scared on their own?

 

Dumb Teachers + Dumb
parents =  Stupid
Snowflakes.

WestVillageIdiot "
1980XLS 

I look around and I
see so many stupid
fucking kids
everywhere.  I think
to myself, "how did
this happen?"  Then I
look at the stupid
fucking parents and
all sense of mystery
disappears. 

Billy the Poet "
WestVillageIdiot 

An English teacher
in North Carolina
made her students
do an assignment
comparing Trump
to Hitler

For extra credit I
wrote an essay
comparing
Amanda Harder to
Hillary Clinton:

Losers!
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employee,
schools. Part of
draining the
swamp is to
privatize all
schools and
allow
competition
between them.
Instead of
bilking tax
payers for
extravagant
government
school
employee pay
and retirement
use less than
half of that
money to fully
fund vouchers
that the
parents can
use to send
their kids to
whichever
school they
choose.
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Amanda
Harder needs
to be gone.
Never to work
in education
again. Bigger
issue, she is
far from the
only one. In
fact there are
many, many
more worse.

Education is
broken. I was
not paying
close enough
attention
because I had
no idea how
broken. Its
frightening. 
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circus up to
the highest
level.
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I was the
only
Jeffersoni
an
Reactiona
ry in both
of the
university
departme
nts where
I worked
as an
adjunct
for about
10 years. 
All the
full-time
and part-
time
faculty
were
Progressi
ves.  I am
very glad
that I
retired
when I
did!  Now
the
university
is so
broke
that there
is no
money to
hire part-
time
faculty in
most
departme
nts. 
Drain that
Swamp,
too!
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ornelwest
"
LowerSlower
Delaware_LS
D 

youre
kidding
right? you
probably
love private
prisons too.
haha. 

Rentier88 "
LowerSlowerD
elaware_LSD

Why my kids
go to private
school.  Also,
I recoop my
property tax
dollars(throu
gh creative
tax
loopholes)
that I am
forced to pay
into for the
local public
crap schools I
don't use.

ImGumby
dmmt "
Rentier88

please
post a
link to
your
avatar!

A Nanny Moose
" Billy the Poet

"He is a master
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"He is a master
of manipulating
his audience"

...says the
Communist
cunt,
regurgitating
emotionally
manipulative
horseshit in
front of an
audience of
kids. Everything
they say is
projection. They
are so
predictable.

USofAzzDownWeG
o "
WestVillageIdiot 

Lets dig a little
deeper. How did
those parents
become so fucking
stupid? Because of
endless
brainwashing. Who
has done the
brainwashing for
the last 100 years
into our school
systems? JEWS
JEWS JEWS JEWS
JEWS 

mofreedom "
1980XLS 

My 9 year old, who
voted for Trump
along with a vast
majority of his
classmates, bumped
his head in gym and
my wife got a call
from the school. She
replied: Thanks, I'll
get the parade
organized pronto.

Litigious parents +

week administrators
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week administrators
= folks who won't be
going into battle
without a good
retraining.

Stup!

JuliaS " 1980XLS 

Schools are ran by
unions. Unions are
liberal organizations,
and liberals are in
bed with Washington
democrats. No
surprises there.

JRobby " JuliaS 

run

SubjectivObject
" JRobby 

Your mean.

Bollixed "
SubjectivObj
ect 

No, mean
would be
pointing out
the
difference
between
your and
you're.

Supafly "
Bollixed 

Sound
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Sound
grammar
is a
fundament
al. 

 

Hulk "
Bollixed 

LOL to all
you
fuckers in
this
thread !!!

Kina "
Bollixed 

He meant
to say.

You're
mean
because
your
inteferenc
e has now
bollixed
up his
mind. 

inhibi " 1980XLS 

This is simply social
Darwinism at its
finest.

It was the Rise of the
West, now it will be
the Rise of the East. I
dont see any kids in
todays America EVER
outperforming the
Chinese in any test or
job whatsoever.
These snowflakes will
one day rue the fact
that they never
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that they never
studied anything
factual and instead
fled to their 'safe
spaces'.

What started with the
Baby Boomers will be
hammered home by
their descendants:
the decline of a once
great empire.

 

 

Yukon Cornholius
" inhibi 

And that's saying
something because
the Chinese
millenials I
encounter are
preposterously
stupid. But there
are 500 million of
them so they win.

JRobby " Yukon
Cornholius 

They sent the
stupid ones
here. (Of course
everyone is
welcomed with
copius benefits.)
to give us a false
sense of
superiority. 

Yukon
Cornholius
" JRobby 

I would have
figured the
smart ones
were the

ones who
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ones who
got out,
considering
all the
melamine in
the milk and
train
crashes and
what not.

ZLYman "
Yukon
Cornholius 

It is a global
phenomena.  I
have lived in
China off and
on since 2007. 
Permanently
since 2014. 
Traveled to 28
countries in my
life.  Native
born American. 
There is no
perceptible
difference
between
millennials
anywhere I have
been.  I blame
parents,
teachers, AND
cell/dumb-
phones the
MOST.

Lost in
translation "
ZLYman 

Spent this
past spring
and summer
living in
Seoul, with
business trips
to HK. Agree
with your
assessment,
COMPLETELY.

US, PRC, or
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US, PRC, or
RoK:
Millennials
are the same,
everywhere
we go.

Nexus789 " inhibi

Empire yes but not
so sure about the
great bit.  

Laddie " 1980XLS 

"I guess those kids got
scared on their own?"

If they are white
children they have
been victimized since
they were toddlers,
sat down in front of
the Televitz, then
watching "children's"
movies which are
more indoctrination.
They never had a
chance.

Professor Kevin
MacDonald’s ‘The
Culture of Critique’
Reviewed This review,
written in 1999,
explains what the
Tribe has done to the
White nations.
Especially the
universities.

Fear & Loathing In The
European Hive-Mind
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about
White
people
here,
Donald
Trump's
voting
base is
overwhel
mingly
White so
what
Solomon
and
Cohen are
reporting
is that the
White
people
voting for
Trump are
subconsci
ously
thinking
about
death and
despair
and are
generally
gloomy
about the
future.
...
In 1950 a
White
father
could rest
easy in
his bed at
night
knowing
that the
nearest
Black or
Hispanic
men were
a healthy
1000
miles or
so away,
the Blacks
which
were in
America
were
safely
segregate
d. A
Norwegia

n man



n man
could
sleep easy
knowing
that the
nearest
Muslim
gangs
were
3000
miles
away from
his
daughter.
With the
possible
exception
of the
Faeroe
Islands
and the
Australian
Outback,
no White
parents
can have
this peace
of mind
today.
Decade
after
decade,
year on
year,
they've
watched
as 'The
Other' has
increment
ally
encroache
d upon
their
living
space,
and thus
their
security,
today in
many
cases that
'safe
space' has
been
reduced
to just a
few
metres.
...

European



Ms Luther is a fine and

European
-
American
s are
tangled
up in a
web here,
their
brains are
trying to
sound off
the alarm
bells over
loss of
territory
and racial
invaders,
while at
the same
time
being
hampered
and
crippled
by Jewish
intellectua
lism. It's
almost as
if by
design, as
if one
collective
was
waging
war upon
another, a
genocidal
war at
that. It is
the
paradoxe
s and
double
standards
, the
general
situation
and their
impotenc
e as a
whole,
which is
leading to
a
preoccupa
tion with
death and
gloom.



Ms Luther is a fine and
decent woman, she
only needs to take the
RED PILL.

Well, well,
well! As if
we
needed
Hollywoo
d to tell
us that
some
White
people
are bad,
and some
Blacks are
not! Now,
for those
who are
not
hopelessl
y
confused
by this
revelation
like Derek
was and
therefore
are not
inclined
to throw
up your
hands and
surrender,
let me
carry the
message
of
American
History X
a step
further
than its
producers
intended.
Yes, it's a
war zone
out there,
and
perhaps
you will
be more
likely to
be hurt if
you don't
surrender.

But you



But you
know,
America
wasn't
always
such a
multicultu
ral
cesspool.
The
schools in
our cities
weren't
always
infested
with Black
gangs.
Even
places
like Los
Angeles
used to
be
decent,
safe,
wholesom
e
communit
ies for
White
families
to live. It
used to
be that
White kids
didn't get
stomped
by Black
thugs in
the school
bathroom
s. It used
to be that
one didn't
have to
worry
about
Blacks
stealing
one's
truck
from the
driveway
at night -
- not even
in Los
Angeles.
In fact
there

didn't



didn't
even used
to be
White
drug
gangs like
the one in
the prison
Derek was
sent to --
there
didn't use
to be
such
gangs
before
our whole
society
became
the
cesspool
that it is
today. I
mean,
there was
a time
when not
even the
Mafia
would
deal in
drugs,
because
drug
dealing
was
considere
d a "dirty"
business.
And the
situation
is getting
worse.
The non-
Whites are
continuin
g to flood
in.
California
is
becoming
darker
and
darker, a
less and
less
tenable
place for
young

Whites to



Whites to
grow up.
All of
America is
becoming
darker.
White
people
are losing
ground
everywher
e: in our
cities, in
our
suburbs,
in our
schools,
in our
armed
forces.
Non-
White
immigrant
s are
continuin
g to pour
into the
country.
The
handouts
and the
favoritism
toward
non-
Whites
continues.
The
governme
nts in
Washingto
n and in
every
statehous
e in the
country
and in the
larger city
halls are
becoming
more and
more
corrupt.
Througho
ut our
history
our
ancestors
responde
d to

situations



situations
like this
by
fighting,
the way
Derek and
his
brother
did in the
beginning
of the film
American
History X.
We fought
our way
up from
barbarism
. We built
a
civilizatio
n. We
establishe
d a
system of
justice for
our
people.
We
brought
order out
of chaos.
And we
fought
every step
of the
way. We
fought
the Huns
and the
Moors
and the
Mongols
and the
Turks. We
built a
civilizatio
n in
Europe in
which we
knew how
to deal
with
White
thugs like
those who
brutalized
Derek in
prison.
We didn't

pamper



The Division of
America William Pierce
PhD (Physics) ex-
physics professor at
Oregon State
University Broadcast
Date: July 17, 1999

Nexus789 " 1980XLS

We now have
Snowflakism'. Makes
an Idiotcracy seem
smart. 

Equinox 

Culture Marxism 

 

Billy the Poet "
Equinox 

All the kids are
getting bad Marx at
school these days.

Implied Violins "
Billy the Poet 

All these Marxists
are making me
Groucho.

Billy the Poet "

pamper
them or
send a
social
worker
out to talk
to them.
We
hanged
them. We
got rid of
them.
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Billy the Poet "
Implied Violins

Constant
harping without
saying anything.

Silver Pullet
" Billy the
Poet 

And learning
zeppo.

new
Zero-
Hegemon
" Silver
Pullet 

"No
matter
how
much you
push the
envelope,
it'll still
be
stationery
."

~ Because

truthynesslover 

Its not just
students....My sister in
law came from the
philipines legally at the
age of 5  and lived here
all her life.She is afraid
to go for walks in her
pro-Trump
neighborhood now.

The depraved retoric
used by Trump and his
supports created not
only disgust but fear.
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I dont blame
Trump......I blame
Hillary.Trump was HER
candidiate......her pied
piper.....

Clinton called this
her.....

“pied piper” strategy,
that intentionally
cultivated extreme
right-wing 
presidential candidates
and that would turn the
Republicans away from
their more moderate
candidates."

Get
that?....Intentionally
cultivated extreme
right-wing 
presidential candidates
........you know the
BIGOT vote.....

Podesta-emails-prove-
Hillary-Clinton-
wanted-Donald-
Trump-

Hillary Clinton made
Trump.He was her pied
piper.She pushed him.

How the Hillary Clinton
campaign deliberately
“elevated” Donald
Trump with its “pied
piper” strategy

http://www.salon.com/
2016/11/0...

An email released by
WikiLeaks shows how
the Democratic Party
purposefully "elevated"
Trump to "leader of the
pack"

 

Hillary did this.....she
wanted the MOST
REPULSIVE BIGOT
candidiate.......and got
him.The only thing
Trump didnt do to try
to lose this election

was pull out his dick on

http://www.salon.com/2016/11/09/the-hillary-clinton-campaign-intentionally-created-donald-trump-with-its-pied-piper-strategy/


was pull out his dick on
national TV....and he
wouldnt have lost a
single voter.

1980XLS "
truthynesslover 

And the MSM was
happy to play along.

thesonandheir "
truthynesslover 

Are you fucking
demented or
something?

WestVillageIdiot "
truthynesslover 

Let's make a list of
what Pro-Trumpers
are more like to do
than Pro-Clintoners:
-  More likely to work
hard
-  More likely to pay
taxes
-  More likely to be
respectful of other's
beliefs
-  More likely not to
think the world owes
them anything
-  More likely to
make you feel safe
when you walk past
them on a sidewalk
-  More likely to
believe in freedom of
speech
-  More likely to
believe in freedom of
religion
-  More likely to
believe that
government should
not rule your life
-  More likely to

believe that people
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believe that people
deserve to have
control over their
own finances
-  More likely to
protect somebody
when they are in
danger
-  More likely to say,
"Merry Christmas" to
others
-  More likely to drop
money into a
Salvation Army pot

I could go on and on,
but I will stop here. 
Fuck you, alt-lefters. 

Billy the Poet "
truthynesslover 

What exactly did
Trump say about legal
Filipino immigrants
that's so frightening?

shamus001 "
truthynesslover 

NEWS FLASH- Trump
didn't make any
"right wing extremist"
We're all just right
wingers, sick of war
and death.  Sick of
non tax payers
stealing our social
security funds, and
when liberals and
HRC call
conservatives
"deplorable" and you
spit on us for
choosing to help our
vets, not sell out the
country to foreign
leaders, and end the
terror wars... YOU
GET HOSTILITY BACK.

Usually in the most
base means.

So dems call us
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So dems call us
bigots, homophobes,
xenophobes etc... (2%
maybe that?)

And Repubs fire back
calling you
snowflakes,
consumers, illegals,
sellouts & traitors
(90% of you, minus
the traitor part-really
to be fair)

hostility on both
sides to be sure, but
the people see
through most of the
rhetoric.  We just
want our country
BACK.  LEGAL,
TAXPAYERS, NO WAR.

Simple!

// //

WezTheJuic "
shamus001 

Nice.

mofreedom "
truthynesslover 

Did you break all your
crayons, and your
mom threw them
away?

GreatUncle "
truthynesslover 

That email and
already knew about it
really sums up how
the democrat
supporters were really
conned by their own
party.

Chris Dakota "
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Chris Dakota "
truthynesslover 

Good chance your
sister in law works in
nursing and she is
not afraid to push
white people out of
their jobs.

Nursing the filipino
mafia

The Iconoclast "
truthynesslover 

Oh, fuck off.

Lorca's Novena "
truthynesslover 

Huh? The bottom line
is the American way of
life has been
bastardized for the
better part of fifty
years, slowly. In our
"democracy" the hard
working middle class
has been railroaded,
unable to vote or have
a say in anything our
'government' has been
doing. Do you think
the people of America
WANT to have so
many foreigners
pouring into their
neighborhoods and
communities? Did we
want to share our jobs
with foreigners? Did
we want to have our
tax money go into the
hands of the
UNWELCOME? Did my
parents want me to
get beat up after
school because I am
white? Sorry about
your Filipino friend,
but I call

bullshit...maybe its
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bullshit...maybe its
paranoia.

A criminal always
lashes out when they
see they are about to
be caught. Now we
have all the leeches
exclaiming this and
that because they
KNOW they werent
fucking welcome here
in the first place.

 

Good vs. Bad

 

Angus McHugepenis 

BOO!... you fucking
snowfarts. Are ya
scaredy-fraidy yet?

IridiumRebel 

A nation of bitchasses

sodbuster 

Life is hard- it's even
harder when you are
stupid- John Wayne

g'kar 

Much like sanctuary
cities, if the locals like
this crap let them fund
it. Cut off federal funds.

z89101 

Alinsky scum radical
snow flakes terrify
dumbed down school
babies with urine leakage

levels of false narratives!
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levels of false narratives!

cougar_w 

Young people have a lot
of things to worry about.
A lot more than my
generation did, fact. But
the problems are so big
and so unapproachable
that I think they are
grabbing onto the Trump
thing as a surrogate for
all the faceless terrors.
That's just human nature;
create a face for the thing
you fear. It's also a way
to avoid uncomfortable
realities ("I will not do as
well economically as my
parents did") by
displacing your emotions
onto something that
seems manageable ("this
Trump guy is going to
somehow make it harder
for me").

I sympathize, I really do,
at the same time that I
wish they would just
wake up to the horror
approaching, know it for
what it is, and get ready
to survive it.

Jim in MN " cougar_w

Kids see first hand
how thin the veneer of
civilization is.  All they
need to do is watch
their parents drive, or
argue.

They take it out on
each other and get
taught to fake it, to
pretend to be nice, all
the while wanting
everyone else dead.

Any wonder so many
take up arms, against
themselves or others?

'Freedom
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'Freedom

Just around the corner
for you

But with Truth so far
off

What good would it
do?'

--Bob Dylan

cougar_w " Jim in
MN 

That's true, too.
But I guess I see
this as less of a
child-rearing issue
and more of an
actual system
crisis/breakdown.

Shit is coming
unwired.

And they know it,
you better believe
they do.

Just to pick one;
there is a looming
generational fight
now, and the kids
are going to lose.
They will be
required to support
us useless grey-
beards living 30
years beyond our
productive years in
the process
devouring the
accumulated
middle-class
legacy as we get
new knees, new
breasts, new heart
valves and new
retirements to
Florida.

The kids get $150K
each in debt, no
affordable housing,
and no jobs.
Forever. And there
is nothing of any
kind they can do

about it.
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about it.

Hating on Donald
Trump isn't going
to solve any of
that, but hating is
a hell of a lot more
comforting in its
own sad way.

Jim in MN "
cougar_w 

Totally agree....I
just think that is
one reason why
the social fabric
is so
strained....and
partly, it works
both ways.  The
lack of
virtue/restraint/
frugality
contributes to
the fragility of
the system, and
vice versa.

Kids get that
too.  Just
instinctively. 
Lack of security
at many levels.

not dead yet "
cougar_w 

There is only a
generational
fight in those
who are being
suckered by the
media,
controversy
sells truth
doesn't, and
those making a
profit splitting
the generations
apart. That
$150 grand in
debt will never
be paid back as

the US will
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the US will
default on that
debt. When the
dollar and the
US control of
the financial
system ends,
and the military
oprtion no
longer works,
it's when the US
defaults and the
rich and power
hungry flee our
shores for
havens they
created with the
assets they
stole off the
backs of every
American.
Unless they
totally screw up
and the nukes
start flying
upon which
time bend over
and kiss your
ass goodbye.

Stay away from
the big cities
and housing is
affordable
unless your
appetites are on
the rich side.
Financing is
downright
cheap and in
many cases no
money down.
Lots of jobs out
there but many
are working stiff
jobs which
hardly anyone
today wants to
get their hands
dirty. Don't
believe that
garbage that in
a few years all
the menial and
factory jobs will
be done by
robots as
robots are not
suited to do

many tasks



many tasks
human hands
can. Until AI is
perfected a
robot will not
be as flexible at
doing a
multitude of
jobs one human
can do. Plus
robots are
extremely
expensive and it
will take many
years of slow
adaption to
bring prices
down and then
many more
decades to get
the quantities
needed to fill
the jobs. The
idea that robots
will be taking
over the world
in a few years is
pure bunk.

This is the age
of
disinformation
yet with the
world litterally
at your
fingertips so
many wish to
remain ignorant
or too lazy to
actually
research how
they are being
played. Until
some earth
shattering event
occurs anyone
who claims the
future is bleak
and terrible
should have the
crap slapped
out of them.
They want to
give up even
before they get
started. The
future is what
you make it and
if you sit back

whinning and



whinning and
crying someone
else will make
your future for
you and it won't
be pretty as
they prosper off
your suffering.

WestVillageIdiot "
Jim in MN 

Jim, you are such a
jokerman.  I knew
there was a reason
I liked you.

JRobby " cougar_w 

Great point. It is a
massive shit show
right now. Lots of
angry, lost people
fouling the karma.

GreatUncle "
cougar_w 

New rules ... different
winners and losers ...
do not help anyone
for if they fall it is not
you and you +1.

We are approaching
an end game can't see
nothing else after
NIRP, tyranny and a
totalitarian state for a
while but the backlash
will probably be very
violent.

You were born, yet
before you messed
your first nappy you
will be marked out as
a slave throgh no fault
of your own - the
modern child, yet
people keep bringing
more into this world

and expect them to be
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and expect them to be
looked after by
everybody else.

Shit world.

not dead yet "
cougar_w 

Care to enlighten us
on how things are
more difficult for the
snowflake generation?
Finding a college with
safe spaces? Finding a
job where they get
paid top dollar for
doing nothing?
Worrying they may
have to find a work
ethic? Apalled that
employers don't give
out participation
trophies? Worried that
their parents and
grandparents won't
die soon enough and
leave them the house
and their life savings?
Worried that after
graduation they may
have to leave their
safe space and go into
the real world?
Worried that they
cannot borrow more
money are they
stressed because they
can't party or do
spring break? If you
had been paying
attention businesses
are going out of their
way to keep the
spoiled snowflakes
spoiled and in their
safe spaces with work
at home, home
delivery, and services
of anything their heart
desires. Where their
parents and grand
parents got kicked out
of the house after
graduation, both high
school and college,
they get to stay as

long as they like. Now
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long as they like. Now
by law they get to stay
on their parents
insurance until at least
25. Poor babies. It's
interesting that these
kids, according to
debt counselors, have
no clue how much
money they borrowed
and now have to pay
back. What's even
more interesting is
that over half those
graduating college
have no debt, courtesy
of the parents and
grandparents and the
ones who worked
their way through
school, and of those
who do over 40% is
owed by a small
percentage of
graduate students.
Plus much of that debt
is owed by boomers
who were suckered
into cosigning for
their kids and
grandkids. So to say
the kiddies of today
have more to worry
about is pure bullshit.
Just like the bullshit of
how all kids in college
have a student debt
problem when it's
actually a minority. Of
those that do how
much was spent on
parties and spring and
winter break in
Cancun. Or summers
spent at the beach
instead of getting job.

 

Unless you have a
crystal ball how do
you know your kids
will have it worse than
you or horrors are
approaching? We've
had that crap shoved
down our throats by
those with an agenda
hoping to make big
bucks off your hiding

in the corner sucking



in the corner sucking
your thumb waiting
for the boogie man to
get you. Just like the
fake or distorted
bullshit about Trump
people cower under
their beds or worry
themselves to death
rather than doing
research that will
show they are being
played for suckers.
Just like the millenials
being made to hate
boomers, and post
ignorant stupid rants
fed to them, while
studies have shown
that the vast majority
of the boomers and
their offspring have
great respect for each
other. Divide and
conquer and make
huge profits making
the intentionally
ignorant fearful and
afraid.

 

Not every millenial is a
snowflake but that
doesn't sell well and
bring in the clicks and
profits. I'm willing to
bet if one expends the
effort one would find
there are huge
numbers of millenials
who went from
nothing to filthy rich
in a few years. Back in
the old days unless
one was a crook it
took lots of capital
borrowed from banks
and decades of time
to get rich. Today is
much easier. Lots of
well healed investors
throwing millions to
every kid with a
decent idea and a
computer. Look at all
these young
companies today
started and run by
millenials who are

now rich and their



now rich and their
companies valued in
the billions. I'll bet the
people who created
those companies
cringe when they get
lumped into the
snowflake class.
Instead of celebrating
successful millenials
it's more profitable for
those with an agenda
to ignore them and
promote the losers as
being the majority of
the millenials.

Budd aka Sidewinder 

I'm guessing by the
problem glasses that Ms
Harder might have been
through a divorce or
three

1980XLS " Budd aka
Sidewinder 

same sex divorce a
high probability.

WestVillageIdiot
" 1980XLS 

I'm already seeing
that reality come
to fruition.  The
people shouting
for gay marriage
forgot that gay
divorce comes
with gay
marriage.  A
former co-worker
is going to hate
paying alimony to
his former
wife/husband. 
Welcome to the
party, pal.  

nakki 
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nakki 

To paraphrase the
greatest
comedian/social
commentator ever I
believe its called "the
pussification of
humanity."

Man I really miss George
Carlin

ronron 

it's gonna get dark every
night as well. so holy
fuck. double wammy.

Moe Howard 

Why is an English
teacher talking about
politics? Fire that
lamebrain leftist.

WestVillageIdiot "
Moe Howard 

Fire her out of the
largest cannon you
can find.  Aim her
south. 

Bastiat 

She's supposed to
teaching English not
current events.  Her
opinion is worth no
more than some
Hollywood or MSM
bimbo but she has the
power of intimidation
behind her words as an
instrument of the
state/school system.  It's
a self indulgent abuse of
her position.

Publicus 
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Publicus 

We need to purge the
schools of the liberal
filth. It's literally a
mental illness.

WestVillageIdiot "
Publicus 

It's a religion.  We
should call them out
for state-sponsored
support of religious
beliefs. 

Bill of Rights 

So we can come to the
conclusion that the left
purposefully took over
our schools to keep their
message alive. Mr TRUMP
Gut the department of
education and fire the
whole bunch and start
over, this is your
chance....

WestVillageIdiot " Bill
of Rights 

I like the way you
think. 

Department of
Defense = War
Department
Department of Justice
= Department of
Injustices
Department of
Education =
Department of
Indoctrination

Billy the Poet "
WestVillageIdiot 

And why does the

Dept. of the
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Dept. of the
Interior handle all
of the stuff
outdoors?

Jim in MN "
Billy the Poet 

I thought
Veterans Affairs
could hook me
up with a date. 
Man did that
ever not work.

1980XLS "
WestVillageIdiot 

Dept of Mental
Retardation. 

Whoops, can't  
even say that
anymore.

 

http://www.ct.gov/
dds/cwp/view.asp?
Q=395946&A=264
5

Yes We Can. But... 

Well then it is decided.

Next Halloween, when I'm
dishing out the candy, I'll
be in a Donald Trump
costume.

The kids will scream with
terror, the tweeners will
tell me to fuck off, the
teens will come back later
and egg the house and
the parents will check the
candy for razor blades.

hooligan2009 

these teachers have
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these teachers have
signed a contract of
employment and are in
breach.

these "teachers" are
"ANDROPHOBIC,
HETEROPHOBIC and
ALBOPHOBIC" and
require psychiatric help.

these psychiatric
conditions are of the
same type of psychosis
as they accuse half the
country of possessing
(including a bunch of
whites, blacks, browns,
yellows, greens, blues,
reds of both sexes that
voted for Trump)

that parents can allow
their children to be in
the company of mentally
ill "teachers" is mind-
blowing. that school
superintendents can
allow "teachers" with
pyshcological problems
of ANDROPHOBIA,
HETEROPHOBIA AND
ALBOPHOBIA is similarly
mind-blowing.

these people are not
teachers, they are mental
abusers of children

can you imagine what
the response would have
been if teachers in 2008
had said "there is a black
man in the white house
who will put
psychotropic drugs in
your food and sell you
into gangs where you
will be hired out as a sex
toy"? - this is the
equivalent response.

personal politics and
bigotry has no place in
the classroom.

Publius Maximus 

Hey cowboys!

When you have to circle
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When you have to circle
the wagons because the
Muslimdians are
attacking you:

Knife the "snowflake
ballast" and then stack
them like sand sacks!

 

Boing_Snap 

There is a plan for this
madness, it expressed
quite well in this movie,
appearing are Ron Paul,
Stefan Molyneaux, and
others in the Freedom
movement. Spend the
time to watch this and
you shall know thy
enemy, from there you
can educate the head
scratchers and the
victims of the enemy
mind control.

....Cultural Marxism

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=VggFao85vTs

shamus001 

FOX comes to her mind?
 Could that be because
its the ONLY news
network that wasn't in
the DEMS pocket?

Cast aside the obvious
appearance of leaning
towards Rep elitist.
 During the election night
the first things oozing
out of their mouths were
that Trump has an near
impossible uphill climb to
win the election.  And
who was that asshat in
the red/white tie that
kept saying it WAS
IMPOSSIBLE for Trump?
 Never seen that turkey
anywhere, but on election
night he pops up

trashing Trump until he
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trashing Trump until he
ate his own foot!

AmandaFawndel 

So the jew media AND
the marxist left are
attacking WHITE
CHRISTIAN
HETEROSEXUAL
MALES?????

 

 

That seems a bit far-
fetched, but I have heard
that somewhere before....

inosent 

Stupid snowflakes ... if
they focused on things
that actually mattered
and were true, then they
could be far more useful.
Trump appears to be on a
major zionst first roll,
which can lead to a
complete and total
capitulation of every
single campaign promise.
Right now, its every man
for himself, like it has
been as long as I have
been alive. I am back to
work around mode,
making the money and
checking out.

Theta_Burn 

Forcing opinions onto
kids, and disrupting the
schools state mandated
curriculum is not only
immoral, its criminal.

If my kids came home
telling me this shit,
there would be a lawsuit
the very next day.

This is what we pay
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This is what we pay
taxes for? fuck that.. I
hope Mr. Trump catches
wind of this, more waste
of taxpayer money.

Takes their jobs and
pension away..for
starters.

 

 

Lost in translation "
Theta_Burn 

Your last sentence is
the most important
step to take: strip them
of their pensions.

Stan Smith 

It strikes me that one
advantage of modernity is
the fact that finding out
who's doing this and
putting a face on it
quicker should help.   Im
not saying it will.    But
because so many douche
bags post stuff on social
media -- and more
importantly can be found
that way -- its not hard to
identify the rot pretty
quickly.

Now... getting rid of it?  
Thats a whole other
story.   But to me, this is a
start.

Goldilocks 

Millennial International:
Sponsor a Millennial
Today
http://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=RGvrmltfMrA
(4:07)

skunzie 
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skunzie 

Just more ammo for The
Donald to disband the
entire US Department of
Education in one nice
clean Executive Order!

Golden Showers 

Look: if schools want to
teach whatever the fuck
they want and say that
Trump eats deep fried
baby nuts for brunch,
then what is so different
from what they teach
now? And that "what" is
absolute shyte.

I was a history major and
at the end of two years I
figured that to stay in the
field you'd have to
somehow disregard every
bit of evidence of reality
contrary to what you are
supposed to say. And
that is not an option. It's
not academic freedom.
It's like the kids I went to
school with in K-3. Many
of them had cerebral
palsy. Wheel chair kids.
The kind of offspring you
hide up in a bussed in
enclave and since I lived
three blocks away I
walked there.

But now, the Steely, the
Aluminuimy is that
mommy and daddy pay
tuition to have their
children turn into
teletubby twitter feeders.

This is why schools are
funded by the Federal
Government. And ooooh,
don't you dare, ever, ever
think other than we pay
you to think.

So fuck school. If you
cannot think for yourself,
you will never, ever, think
for yourself. And that

sucks.
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sucks.

SpanishGoop 

'If you tell your kids that
darkness is scary,"

I am telling my children
nowadays that if they do
not finish their plate
BUTT is going to come
for them.

BUTT as in Big Ugly
Terrifying Trump.

 

Catullus 

Educators are beyond
worthless at this point.
It's another gigantic
bureaucracy of talentless
assclowns living off the
public dole. And an
Education Degree? A
degree in pedagogy.

They know nothing. They
teach obedience and
compliance. theyre as
emotional dysfunctional
and reactionary as the
children they babysit.

coast 

keep us fighting against
each other so the men
behind the curtain do not
get noticed...keep us
distracted in any way
possible...this is why
many times, I simply post
silly things and
music....trump was most
likely allowed to be let
in.   Anyway, I am sure
many of you have seen
this video, its only one
minute, but it reminds
me of what happens
when oone party wins

over the other party and
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over the other party and
how the babies
complain...if you havnt
seen it, its a must watch,
lol and only a minute
long..

 https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=uXATjvr_rl4

SpanishGoop 

So if they are not busy
mollesting underaged
children (see the big list
http://www.wnd.com/20
14/08/39783/) they are
"teaching" hate and
intollerance and they still
have a pension plan ?

 

larz 

Is harder still teaching!?  
If she is the system is
fubar

Billy Shears 

Say, kids, RELAX! Trump
is more of the same we
are all used to but the
packaging is a bit off
putting. Nothing
meaningful has changed
or is changing the
country is still going to
DIE! Hope you all feel
better now, did my
honest, level best to
concisely explain the
situtation. Yeah, I'm one
of the asses that voted
for him too; but reallly,
agaiin. nothing subtantial
or meaningful is going to
change...

Billy Shears 

Also, any teacher with an
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Also, any teacher with an
ass like that is my friend!

homericninjas 

Daughter came home
from college for the
Thanksgiving break
today. She has joyously
been telling me
snowflake butthurt
stories....students and
faculty alike....she loves
her old pop. My favorite
was the hispanic kid
telling the campus BLM
"head" dont fucking
protest for me.....I voted
for him hahahahahaha

Kina 

I am surprised that in
American schools that
teachers are permitted to
preach poltics, and
choose sides.

In all schools here that is
forbidden.  You can teach
about poltics, but not
preach polticis. It is not
for teachers or students to
prosleytze poltical or
religious views in the class
room or at the school.
 AND you have to wonder,
what about those students
who don't agree with
teacher that Trump is
comparable to Hitler, do
they fail because they
have a different poltical
view to the teacher?!

Those teachers in
the USA would
simply be sacked
here.

I wonder if those students
who are happy to engage
in poltics in the classroom
would be so happy if in
the next room the teach

was asking students to
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was asking students to
write an essay on why
Chritianity is like Hitler
and Islam about peace.

Lost in translation "
Kina 

"In all schools here that
is forbidden."

Where is 'here'..?

Overdrawn 

These teachers should be
sacked, it is not up to a
school to indoctrinate
their political preferences
in our children.  I thought
these people were
supposed to be educated,
God help us all if such
narrow minded, inward
looking idiots are
influencing our children.

Solomonpal "
Overdrawn 

Teaching is a career
for all the losers.

Urahara 

The Don is no different
than Hillary, hell he says
that she's "good people"
and is even letting her
walk scottfree even
though she should be
hanging for treason.
Maybe if he attended
some Pizza Parties with
Hill and the gang they'll
warm up to him? OR
maybe he has to appoint
Hill's friend Luci as his
cabinets official diety to
calm the leftist down. nI
expect Luci's

appointment to be
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appointment to be
announced next week at
this rate.

Celotex 

These kids will eventually
rebel against their
parents and superiors,
and become right
wingers. All children
rebel.

Duc888 " Celotex 

 

 

Breadwinners? 
They're largely
unemployable.  Can
you imagine having to
lead these stupid
fucks around on a
project?

Celotex " Duc888

I meant to write
right-wingers, not
Breadwinners. I
blame it on my
voice recognition
thing.

Duc888 

 

 

I've written off every
dumb ass who went to
college in the last 15
years.......maybe.... with
the exception of tech
colleges.  Things like
material sciences,
Electro-mech, Mech-

engineering, Chem
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engineering, Chem
eng...and others don't
work on
feeeeeeeeelings.....

Gee, I''m so special I
feeeeeeeeel like I can
cross the terminals on
this 800,000 volt
capacitor.

 

Ha.

Celotex 

I noticed a few mild-
mannered looking people
on public transportation
today reading fake news
stories on their tablets
whose headlines included
the words Trump, white
supremacists, and KKK.
MSM shifting into
overdrive now, I think.

Small Governmen... 

Time to bring back
McCarthyism, and chase
the Communists out of
America!

When teachers are
permitted to teach false
accusations, it is time to
start terminating both
the teachers and their
administrators.

I am older, but if my kids
were in schools where
this prevailed, I would be
in the face of the
teachers and the
administrators.

If that did not persuade
them, my attorneys
would be next.

And, while my attorneys
were confronting the
educators, I would
organize hundreds of

fellow parents to make
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fellow parents to make
the administrators
miserable.

Either the schools teach
facts, or they will find
themselves prosecuted,
picketed, protested, and
possibly worse.

There are many good
people who need jobs.
 Communist educators
can, and will, be replaced
with American educators.

Scrubbing Bubblez "
Small Government Is
Better 

Pretty much everything
that McCarthy said
came true, most of the
conspiracy was by Jews
and it was Jews who
squashed it!

smrstars 

She needs a good
"shlomo ing"

Old Dirty Bastid 

Orange County, home of
UNC Chapel Hill - the
"Berkley of the East"...

atthelake 

January 21, Trump
should issue $10,000 to
every legal American. A
lot of lefties would
change their opinion of
him.

konadog 

The libtards know that
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The libtards know that
Depublican and
Republicrat uni-party
butter their bread. The
public education asylum
wouldn't exist without
these turds. The educrats
will claim that anyone is
bad if they plan to do
something about the
waste and fraud in the
public education asylum.
Trump should eliminate
the DOE educrats and
returns schools to the
local communities where
they started and where
they belong.

Xena fobe 

School districts with large
proportions of illegal
students will lose funding
if deportations reduce
student counts.  Teachers
will lose jobs. They want
to motivate students and
famies to protest.  BTW,
all LAUSD teachers must
be bilingual Spanish. 

onmail1 

<-- Zooish machine @
work?

Aging Skeptic 

Obama should give her a
medal of freedom pronto.
 Seriously her name is
Harder - lol can't make
this shit up.  I remember
my English lit professors
at Columbia being
extremely liberal even by
Columbia standards.
 Then again looking at
theories of literary
analysis they have to
study it should not

suprising - they are all
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suprising - they are all
liberal inventions
designed to distort reality
and warp minds.  It might
take a generation of
active work to fix this
broken "educational
system" if it even can be
fixed.

Aging Skeptic 

Obama should give her a
medal of freedom pronto.
 Seriously her name is
Harder - lol can't make
this shit up.  I remember
my English lit professors
at Columbia being
extremely liberal even by
Columbia standards.
 Then again looking at
theories of literary
analysis they have to
study it should not
suprising - they are all
liberal inventions
designed to distort reality
and warp minds.  It might
take a generation of
active work to fix this
broken "educational
system" if it even can be
fixed.  Edit: woops sry for
double post, unintended.

Lost in translation 

This is going on in my
place of current employ. I
can't identify the
particular campus as my
employer monitors this
site, but you've probably
figured it out.

This subject sends my BP
north of Attu so I'll be
concise.

What a significant
percentage of the faculty
is actively and deliberately
doing on our campus is
nothing short of sedition

being accomplished on
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being accomplished on
the California taxpayer's
nickel. I say this without
hyperbole: it is
unadulterated treason.

A Bolshevik colleague
across the hall has
transformed her
Macroeconomics class
into Leninist
indoctrination post-11/8.
She was the ringleader in
a student protest sit-in, a
"down-with-whitey"
occupy, if you will. Shortly
thereafter there was a
massive walk-out which
created considerable local
tension and unease as
semi-literate and
mindlessly angry
undergrads flooded the
surrounding streets and
business district. Landed
us in the news.

Ad Staff does less than
zero about any of it.

The public employee
ringleaders endorsing and
promoting this dangerous
and socially destructive
activity should be
terminated from
continued employ,
immediately.

They are in no way
educators, in any sense of
the term. They are New
Age Jacobins.

VWAndy 

 Someone is making a
killing on crazy pills.

Boygoy 

I'm Eirik Magnus
Cucksen, and I object to
this article. Why teach
when we can tremble?
Why raise strong children

when we can encourage
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when we can encourage
weakness and
scapegoating? Why
gravitate to what is
healthy when we can be
subsidized in our
infirmity? 

blargg 

Actually the proper
response to a toddler
that falls and cries it to
give them attention, but
not be feeling sorry for
them and trying to
pamper them (if a parent
is bothered and wants to
avoid their child ever
getting hurt then they
have their own things to
work through rather than
acting them out on the
children). They aren't
weak for crying, just as
they aren't weak for
sneezing, coughing,
laughing, etc. They are all
mechanisms for relieving
various tensions in their
organism. Crying is how
they get through it and
grow, to become fully
functioning beings.
Stuffing the tears is how
they become broken
people.

Raul44 

I wonder if there is a
correlation between
record number of women
attending universities
and this...

new Sparehead "
Raul44 

I'm sure there is, but
I’d bet it’s more of a
symptom than a

cause. Academia was
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cause. Academia was
occupied by Marxist
babyboomers avoiding
Vietnam and now
those same radicals
are running the show.
All this divisive
cultural shit (race,
gender, religion,
sexuality, income
equality, etc) is the
fruit of subversive
Marxist movements
that have run their
course. American
individualism is the
real public enemy to
the collectivists. If
they ever succeed all
the SJWs will be sent
off to the gulag and
will finally have to
work for a living.

Iconoclast421 

Anyone who has ever had
a toddler knows that
when your little one falls
down, often, they look to
you before deciding
whether they should cry
or not.

 

I remember the first time
I saw this for myself. I
literally said to the kid,
"So its true. You're doing
the cry check thing."
Needless to say the kid
didnt cry. I was actually
pretty surprised because
it was somewhat of a
nasty tumble. The kid
just kind of confusedly
wandered over to her
mama as if to get
confirmation on whether
or not she was actually
damaged.
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